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The seventeenth profile in the Cleveland Performing Arts Examiner ACTOR PROFILE series features

actor JOHN T. RIDDLEBAUGH. This series (in interview form) is in process to “get to know” some of

our own northeastern Ohio talent. Profiles will feature equity and non-equity actors, stage and screen

actors, as well as young, old and in-between actors. These are your peers and your neighbors -

please enjoy!

Full Name: John T. Riddlebaugh 

Age: 30 

Years acting: 5 
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“Day Job”: Unemployed model, former warehouse slave, screenwriter 

Resident city: Cleveland, Ohio

Kate Miller: What’s your training, John? 

John Riddlebaugh: I've taken several acting courses under AFTRA member, Bob Ellis.

KM: Do you sing? 

JR: Not really, but I do some karaoke occasionally.

KM: Do you dance? 

JR: No, I don't dance.

KM: Any other actors in your family? 

JR: No, just me.

KM: When you were a kid, what did you want to be when you grew up? 

JR: A dinosaur.

KM: What kind of dinosaur did you want to be? Were you all about Jurassic Park? 

JR: Actually, I was interested in Godzilla movies and wanted to be a giant monster like Godzilla, but I

was nine or ten years old at the time. Jurassic Park came out when I’d outgrown my Godzilla movie-

collecting phase, but I thought it was a great movie.

KM: Why did you start acting? 

JR: I'm an attention whore, and people keep telling me I'm an actor, although I said I wasn't. I like to

entertain.

KM: What’s your favorite role you’ve ever played? 

JR: One of two bumbling scientists in the action/horror/comedy sensation, Death of the Dead.

Screenings of that film are selling out at horror film festivals across the continent.

KM: So you’ve done film? How do you think acting for the screen differs from the stage? 

JR: Stage actors are usually very over-the-top when compared to film actors (with the exception of

comedians like Will Ferrell). You have to shout to the heavens when performing on stage. Theater

acting is a lot more work.

KM: What is your dream role? 

JR: I'd like to play a comic book superhero or some larger-than-life hero in an action movie. Or an

Indiana Jones type film - I grew up reading comic books and watching over-the-top action movies. I'd

also want to play the detective character in a noir movie. I also wouldn't mind playing the killer in a

slasher horror flick.



KM: You like comic books - what are some of your favorites? 

JR: I did enjoy the "Reign of the Supermen" and "The Final Night" story arc that branched out into

other books in the DC Universe (the one where the Sun gets swallowed up, Superman loses his

powers, and Hal Jordan sacrifices himself to save the universe). I also liked the "Kingdom Come"

miniseries. DC comics seemed to have good writing talent back in the nineties. I was also into some

of the Marvel 2099 titles, in which there are futuristic versions of popular Marvel characters like

Spiderman and the Punisher. I was a big comic book enthusiast from my teens until my early/mid

twenties. Nowadays, I'm hardly ever in a comic book store.

KM: Its Halloween time and you mentioned wanting to be in a horror film – do you have a favorite

horror movie? 

JR: I don't have many "favorites" since there are so many good films in the genre. I could tell you my

favorite Lucky McKee film is May and as for Wes Craven, it’d be Nightmare on Elm Street. I have a

favorite when it comes to some specific directors, but I do not have a definite favorite in any genre.

KM: Hobbies? 

JR: Screenwriting, watching movies, working out, and video games.

KM: What got you into screenwriting? What kind of things do you write? 

JR: I've always liked writing stories, and I wanted to write something people would either read or see

on the big screen. I seem good at writing horror and suspense because it's easier to write that than

comedy or action. Though I've always wanted to write in those genres, I seem more able to finish

writing a screenplay in the horror or suspense genre.

KM: Who are your favorite actors and actresses? 

JR: Jennifer Connelly and John C Reilly.

KM: How do you prep for an audition? 

JR: I do these vocal exercises that help with consonants and annunciation. If the audition is the next

day and I have access to the sides, I practice character choices, both vocal and sometimes physical.

KM: How do you reward yourself for getting a role you wanted? 

JR: Probably eat out at someplace like Ruby Tuesday.

KM: What’s the hardest part about acting? 

JR: Besides getting the part, likely working with difficult people. One director offered me a role in a

feature film and I took it - but I also had to keep the month of August free for it. The director kept

delaying my trip out-of-state, the entire month passed me by, and still he kept postponing. The guy

doesn't have his act together and if I had known he was such a flake, I would've taken other paying

acting gigs that happened in August. I could've been in Freerunners. But to me, honestly, the hardest

part about acting is actually getting the part.

KM: Finally, why do YOU think Cleveland rocks? 



JR: Well, some Hollywood types moved here - one or more are in the Cleveland Film Commission. I

don't see Cleveland as the worst city in the U.S. and don't understand why people bash it.

### 

Do you have a Cleveland area performing arts related event or story? If so, contact Cleveland

Performing Arts Examiner KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!
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